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The Dependence on Temperature of Rate Constants for Solvotysis of 
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Various explanations are considered for the observation that plots of In [k(obs)] against T- for solvolysis of alkyl 
halides in water are generally curved. It is suggested that the two stage reaction scheme proposed by Albery and 
Robinson accounts for the patterns of behaviour in derived parameters previously reported which were calculated 
assuming that the mechanism involves a single activation barrier. 

IT is obrserved that, for the solvolysis of alkyl halides in 
water, a plot of ln[k(obs)] against T-l is not a straight 
1ine.l Indeed with increase in temperature, the rate 
constant falls below that required by a linear dependence 
based on values of R(obs) a t  low temperatures. The 
purpose of this paper i s  to consider how this trend can 
be accounted for. Three avenues of approach are 
available. First, we can assume that the chemical 
reaction is elementary, only one important activation 
barrier being involved. Therefore, the curvature is 
attributed to the complexity in the dependence of, for 
example, the related enthalpy of activation on temper- 
ature. Secondly, we can assume that the reaction scheme 
is complicated, the observed rate being a function of two 
or more rate constants, ki, describing individual steps. 
The latter assumption is combined with the assumption 
that in each case ln(ki) is a linear function of T-l with the 
result that ln[k(obs)] is not a linear function of T-l. The 
third approach combines Complexity in the reaction 
mechanism with complexity in the dependence of in- 
dividual rate constants on temperature. 

The curvature in plots of ln[k(obs)j against T-l has 
been explained for the most part using the first approach 
(model I). Thus Robertson accounted for this observ- 
ation in terms of a non-zero heat capacity of activati0n.l 
The derived activation parameters were obtained by 
fitting the data to the Valentiner equation2 using a 
conventional linear least squares technique. This 
equation 2 assumes that the heat capacity of activation 
is independent of temperature. However, there are 
indications that the Valentiner equation has a number of 
unsatisfactory For example, the structure 
of the equation is such that the correlation coefficients 
(calculated from the variance-covariance matrix) be- 
tween estimates of the derived parameters are close to 
unity. However, our major interest in this paper con- 
cerns the second avenue of approach. I n  particular we 
concentrate our attention on the proposal made by 
Albery and Robinson in which the solvolysis of t-butyl 
chloride was described in terms of a two-stage mechanism 
(model 11), see below. A feature 6 of this mechanism is 
that, if correct, the heat capacity of activation based on 
model I should be dependent on temperature. At the 
very least, an analysis of the data in terms of model I1 
should show some measure of consistency with those 
previously reported, e.g. the derived parameters using 

model I1 should be consistent with the negative values 
for ACpf(I) previously reported for model I. Indeed in 
a more recent study,s an attempt was made to estimate 
the dependence of AC,f(I) on temperature by calculating 
this parameter a t  a varying reference temperature 0 
from the dependence of k(obs) on temperature about a 
rate constant k ( 0 )  at  8. The result was n values of 
AC,Z(I) as a function of temperature from n rate con- 
stants. Although some evidence was obtained that 
AC,f(I) depends on temperature, the statistical basis of 
this analytical method is open to criticism. In the work 
described here we have examined the dependence of ln(k) 
on temperature in terms of a polynomial 4 in (T - 0) .  
It turns out that for the solvolysis of t-butyl chloride in 
water, AC,X(I) is dependent on temperature. This 
leads to the development of an analysis of kinetic data in 
terms of the mechanism proposed by Albery and Robin- 

The various problems which emerge from either 
the first or second approaches to the analytical task make 
it clear that adoption of the third approach is not justified 
at  this stage. 

ANALYSIS 

A Elementary Reaction Scheme (Model I) .-As noted 
above, the dependence of ln[K(obs)] on temperature was 
previously analysed by the Valentiner equation to yield 
estimates of ACpZ(I). In all reported cases,l ACpI(I) is 
negative although the magnitude depends on the substrate. 
The same data can be analysed using other equations but 
retaining the underlying model I. In the present analysis, 
we have used the polynomial expreqsion shown in equation 
( 1 ) .  In the limit that T - 8, ln[R(obs)] tends to b,. 

i = m  
ln[k(obs)] = 2 bi (T  - O)i-l (1 )  

i = l  

Application of transition theory 8 and the van't Hoff equation 
leads to a set of equations for the thermodynamic activation 
parameters as a function of temperature and a t  the reference 
temperature 0 [e.g. equations ( 2 ) - ( 4 ) ] .  

AHX(I,O)/R = -0 + b2W ( 2 )  
AC,t/R = -1 + 2b2T + 4 b 3 T ( T  - 0) + 2b3T2 + 

6b,T(T - 0)' + 6b4T2(T - 0) + 
8b,T(T - 0)3 + 12b5T2(T - 0)' + 

iob,T(z- - 014 + 2 0 b , ~ y ~  - 013 (3) 

( 4 )  AC,f(O)/R = -1 + 2b20 + 2b3' 

Here we have considered the series, equation ( l ) ,  up to the 
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sixth term. In a particular application, F tests of the 
variance and student t tests were applied to determine where 
the series should be terminated. 

B Complicated Reaction Schemes.-A number of mechan- 
istic schemes can be considered under this heading. Some, 
however, can be ruled out on the same grounds that they 
predict the wrong dependence of ln[k(obs)] on T1. Suppose, 
for example, that the scheme shown in equation (5) was 
adopted whereby k(obs) is given by equation (6).  

kl 
---t 

A -1 products ( 5 )  * 
k* 

K(obs) = K ,  + k 2  (6) 

Differentiation of equation (6) with respect to temperature 
yields an equation ( 7 )  relating the apparent enthalpy of 
activation AH$ (app) to the activation enthalpies associated 
with k, and k,. 

Consistent with the second approach discussed above (i.e. 
simplicity in the thermodynamic parameters) we assume 
that AHII and AH,: are independent of temperature. 
However, ACpI(obs) is not zero as shown by differentiation 
of equation (7) with respect to temperature. Thus 

ACpI(app) = k1K2 (AHl: - AH21)2/RT2(K1 + k,)2 (8) 
AC,I(app) is always positive (or zero) requiring that the 
curvature of the plot of ln[k(obs)] against T 1  is opposite to 
that observed. Hence this mechanism [equation (5)] is 
unsatisfactory. 

The solvolytic reaction will follow first order kinetics if the 
mechanism proposed by Albery and Robinson 5 is in 
operation [equation (9)]. 

(9) 

(10) 
a = k2/k3 (11) 

ki  k ,  

ka 
RX (RX)int + products 

k(obs) = Fzl/(l + a) 

Consequently, the observed first-order rate constant is a 
function of three rate constants. The quantity a describes 
the ratio of two rate constants determining the kinetic fate 
of the intermediate. In the limit, a < 1, K(obs) = K,, 
when a >  1, k(obs) = klk3/k2. The dependence of K(obs) 
is determined by the dependence of both k, and a on tem- 
perature. Thus AHJ(app) is given by equation (12). If, 

AHJ(app) = A H l  - [RT2/(1 + a)]da/dT 

by dkfinition, equation (13) applies, then (14) is obtained. 

(12) 

AAHX = AH31 - AH,: (13) 
AHi(app) = AHl$ + [a/(1 + a)]AAH$ (14) 

Thus AHI(app) will only equal AHl$ if AAHZ is zero. In 
keeping with the second approach, we assume that both 
AHll and AAHI are zero. Differentiation of equation 
(14) with respect to temperature yields an equation for 
AC,I(app) [equation (15)]. Because a is dependent on 

AC,I(app) = -a(AAHI)2/(l + a)2RT2 (15) 

temperature, AC,x(app) has a dependence on temperature 
which is not immediately apparent from equation (15). 

Nevertheless, irrespective of the sign of AH:, AC,$(app) is 
negative. Because this is consistent with the observed 
dependence of ln[k(obs)] on temperature, we have examined 
how the kinetic data can be fitted to equation (9).  Con- 
sistent with the assumption discussed above, we set In k ,  and 
In a as linear functions of T1. The dependence of K(obs) on 
temperature is therefore given by equation (16). 

AH,: = -R(a2 + T )  (17) 

AAHI = a4R (18) 

The dependence of k(obs) on temperature cannot be fitted 
to equation (16) using a conventional linear least squares 
technique. A program (FORTRAN for the CDC Cyber 73 
computer a t  the University of Leicester) incorporated a 
modified Gauss-Newton technique for fitting the data to 
equation ( 16), subroutines calculating the necessary 
Jacobian and Hessian matrices. The derived parameters 
were used to calculate the activation parameters, the 
dependence of k,, cc, AHJ(app), and ACp$(app) on temper- 
ature. The analysis also yielded the temperature a t  which 
o! = 1 .  The criterion for the fit was to minimise the residual 
sum of squares, i .e. C[k(obs) - k(calc)12 over n data points. 

RESULTS 

The data for t-butyl chloride in water * were fitted to 
equation ( l ) ,  only three terms in the series being statistically 
significant. When 8 = 283.17 K, AHJ(8) = 99.717 kJ 
mol-1 with a standard error (s.e.) of 5 x 10-6 kJ mol-1; 
ACJ(8) = -342.3 J mol-l K-l (s.e. 18.9); dAC,:(B)/dT = 
12.1 J mol-l K-2 (s.e. 0.25) and d2ACpz/dT2 = 7.95 x 
J mol-l K-3 (s.e. 1.4 x Thus, across the experimental 
range of temperature the heat capacity of activation, AC,I(I) 
becomes more negative. The data for other solvolytic 
reactions also show that the calculated heat capacity of 
activation is dependent on temperature. It is observed 
that AC,J(I) at  a reference temperature 8 near the middle of 
the experimental range is close to that previously reported.1 

The complete set of data has also been fitted to equation 
(16). For example, the data for ethyl bromide were 
satisfactorily fitted, the residuals showing satisfactory 
scatter about zero. In percentage terms, the largest deriv- 
ation was 0.38%. The derived parameters are summarised 
in the Table. Thus K, increases but a decreases with 
increase in temperature; a is less than 1.0 over the experi- 
mental range of temperatures, being equal to 1.0 at  412 K. 
The dependence of ACp'(app) on temperature [equation (15)] 
forms an inverted bell-shaped curve (Figure) with a mini- 
mum near 405 K where AC,$(app) equals - 674 J mol-' K-l. 
A t  347.99 K ACp'(app) equals -125 J mol-l K-l, which is 
close to the value of - 107 J mol-l K-l for AC,I(I) calculated 
from the polynomial equation. A similar pattern emerges 
for t-butyl chloride although the magnitude of the minimum 
in AC,z(app) is larger, - 817 J mol-l K-l a t  315 K, a being 
1.0 at  317.7 K. The resulting value of AC,I(app) at  
283.17 K is - 309 J mol-1 K-1 which is close to that obtained 
above for AC,I(I). The minimum for AC,l(app) is still 
above the experimental range. However, for n-propyl 
bromide, a = 1 at  a temperature within this range, while 
for isopropyl iodide this temperature falls below the range 
(Figure). Details for other solvolytic reactions are sum- 
marised in the Table, which includes the measured rate 
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p-Methylbenzenesul- 
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phonate 15  
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ate 15 

phonate 
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R = Ethyl 
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Bromide 
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Chloride 
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Chloride 
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1.021 
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1 0 4 k ~ s - 1  
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Dependence of AC,t (app) on temperature for (a) ethyl bromide, (b)  n-propyl bromide, and (c )  isopropyl iodide 
T /  K T /  K T /  K 

constant, K(obs), derived parameters [e.g. AHl(app)] 
a t  a temperature Tm which is an experimental temperature 
near the middle of the experimental range. For t-butyl 
chloride, ACp$ (app) becomes more negative over the experi- 
mental range, in agreement with the trend in ACpI(I) 
calculated from the polynomial equation. 

DISCUSSION 
Previously,l the negative values for the heat capacities 

of activation, ACpT(I), were understood in terms of the 
need to destroy enhanced water structure around the 

hydrophobic initial state. It might be anticipated, 
therefore, that the magnitude of ACJI) would be depen- 
dent on the size of RX or at least show some gradual 
change as R was varied through a series with a common 
leaving group X. No such simple pattern emerges. 
Indeed it is difficult to accept that local reorganisation of 
water structure can lead to the often large negative 
values for ACp$(I). The problem now becomes more 
intractable if AC,I(I) is markedly temperature depen- 
dent. These and related observations lead us to 
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conclude that the interpretations previously advanced 
are flawed. Indeed, a mechanistic scheme along the 
lines suggested by Albery and Robinson provides a more 
satisfactory explanation of the experimental observ- 
ations, the curvature in the plot of ln[k(obs)] against T-1. 
In these terms the complexities in the patterns shown by 
AC,I(I) stem from a number of features: (i)  the relative 
positions of the temperature range over which K(obs) is 
measured and the temperature at which a = 1, (ii) the 
temperature a t  which AC,l(app) is a mininium, and (iii) 
the magnitude of AC,r(app) a t  this minimum. All these 
factors play their part in determining the magnitude of 
AC,I(I) calculated from the Valentiner and the Poly- 
nomial equations. A similar consideration is involved in 
the calculation of AHJ:(I). Thus it is apparent that the 
spread of values for AHII and A A H I  exceeds that for 
AHI(I).l In other words AHII and AAHX are more 
discriminating between solvolytic reactions. In all 
cases AAHJ:  is negative, indicating that the process lead- 
ing to products has a lower enthalpy barrier. This is 
eminently reasonable for solvolysis in water if the inter- 
mediate is more polar than the initial state. Finally we 
note that the dependence of AC,J:(app) on temperature 
(Figure) follows the trend predicted by Robertson and 
Scott although in that paper their conclusion appears to 
favour model I as the most satisfactory explanation. 
However, this conclusion was based on the argument that 
ACpI(I) is not dependent on temperature. We now see 
that this is not the case. Indeed the dependence is 
complex and more in keeping with model 11. 
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